Date

31/07/18

01/08/18

01/08/18

01/08/18

Time

00:00:00

00:10:00

Program

TOP CAT BEGINS

PUPS UNITED

Synopsis
Top Cat is a sad and lonely cat until he met kind Benny. The
pair quickly becomes best partners in crime! They steal from a
New York diamond-stealing henchman; trouble ensues.
Ryan, a benchwarmer for the US team, uncovers an evil plot
that threatens the Children’s World Cup and must unite all the
dog mascots to save the players and a stadium full of fans.

01:35:00

A MERMAID'S TALE

Ryan moves with her father to the fishing town. She discovers
a secret cove and befriends with a mermaid. They uncover a
secret that will help saving the town in a story of friendship and
redemption.

03:10:00

THE BOATHOUSE
DETECTIVES

Four unlikely heroes go on an extraordinary mission with a
ticking deadline, dead ends, false leads, mistaken identities,
and near misses in this high-octane family comedy.
A monkey, Gibby, helps a young teenage girl to renew her life
after she lost her mother.

01/08/18

04:40:00

GIBBY
A bad guy from KK1 attempts to gain revenge on Daniel and
Miyagi, with the aid of an old army buddy.

01/08/18

06:10:00

THE KARATE KID III

08:05:00

HUEVOS: LITTLE ROOSTER'S occasion when a rancher threatens his home and his family.
EGG-CELLENT ADVENTURE

09:45:00

LENNY THE WONDER DOG

After being implanted with a microchip that gives him special
powers, a dog engages a young boy in conversation and
adventure.

TOP CAT BEGINS

Top Cat is a sad and lonely cat until he met kind Benny. The
pair quickly becomes best partners in crime! They steal from a
New York diamond-stealing henchman; trouble ensues.

12:40:00

FREE WILLY 2: THE
ADVENTURE HOME

Jesse becomes reunited with Willy three years after the
whale's jump to freedom as the teenager tries to rescue the
killer whale and other orcas from an oil spill.

14:20:00

AGAINST THE WILD:
SURVIVE THE SERENGETI

Toto, a young chick born the run of the litter, rises to the

01/08/18

01/08/18

01/08/18

01/08/18

01/08/18

01/08/18

01/08/18

11:10:00

15:55:00

17:20:00

Two siblings and their devoted dog must use all their skills to
survive in the Africa bush after a plane crash.

A DOGGONE ADVENTURE

A telepathic dog enlists a group of fun loving kids to help him
solve a mystery. The K-9 detective leads the children down a
road filled with action and adventure.

ZATHURA: A SPACE
ADVENTURE

Two young brothers are drawn into an intergalactic adventure
when their house is hurled through the depths of space by the
magical board game they are playing.

01/08/18

19:00:00

SPARE PARTS

Four Hispanic high school students form a robotics club to
team goes up against the country's reigning robotics
champion, MIT.
The alumni cast of a cult space TV show have to play their
roles as the real thing when an alien race needs their help.

01/08/18

01/08/18

02/08/18

02/08/18

02/08/18

02/08/18

02/08/18

02/08/18

02/08/18

02/08/18

02/08/18

20:55:00

GALAXY QUEST

A MERMAID'S TALE

Ryan moves with her father to the fishing town. She discovers
a secret cove and befriends with a mermaid. They uncover a
secret that will help saving the town in a story of friendship and
redemption.

THREE AMIGOS!

Three actors accept an invitation to a Mexican village to
perform their onscreen bandit fighter roles, unaware that it is
the real thing.

MRS. DOUBTFIRE

After a bitter divorce, an actor disguises himself as a female
housekeeper to spend secret time with his children held in
custody by his ex.

04:05:00

ICE CASTLES

A girl with dreams of becoming a champion figure skater gets
into a terrible accident, but slowly recovers with the help of her
family

05:40:00

AGAINST THE WILD:
SURVIVE THE SERENGETI

22:40:00

00:15:00

02:00:00

Two siblings and their devoted dog must use all their skills to
survive in the Africa bush after a plane crash.

RESCUE DOGS

Tracy and his rescue dog Charger have to foil the plans of an
evil businessman. Through adventures, humans find that they
can be rescued by their very own rescue animals.

TO THE BEAT

The 14 year old twins Mia and Mackie form their own team to
compete for the chance to dance in their favorite pop star's
next music video.

THE SOCCER NANNY

A dramedy about a recently widowed woman, living on a
buffalo ranch in central Kansas, who hires a Norwegian soccer
player to be a male au pair and help her raise two sons.

11:55:00

SPARE PARTS

Four Hispanic high school students form a robotics club to
team goes up against the country's reigning robotics
champion, MIT.

13:50:00

ANNABELLE HOOPER AND
THE GHOSTS OF
NANTUCKET

Vacationing on historic Nantucket Island, a teenage mystery
writer and her friends must outwit two scheming thieves to
solve the secret behind a legendary ghost story.

07:15:00

08:40:00

10:20:00

A monkey, Gibby, helps a young teenage girl to renew her life
after she lost her mother.

02/08/18

02/08/18

02/08/18

15:25:00

16:55:00

19:00:00

GIBBY

MRS. DOUBTFIRE

After a bitter divorce, an actor disguises himself as a female
housekeeper to spend secret time with his children held in
custody by his ex.

PETER PAN

Peter Pan visits the Darling children and takes them to
Neverland where an ongoing war with the evil Captain Hook is
taking place.

02/08/18

An imaginative children's film about a young Australian boy's
passion for flight and his challenge to compete in the World
Paper Plane Championships in Japan.

20:55:00

PAPER PLANES

22:35:00

HUEVOS: LITTLE ROOSTER'S occasion when a rancher threatens his home and his family.
EGG-CELLENT ADVENTURE

Toto, a young chick born the run of the litter, rises to the

02/08/18

03/08/18

03/08/18

03/08/18

03/08/18

00:15:00

UNLEASHED

When a cosmic event turns Emma's dog and cat into two
perfect guys, Emma reconsiders her outlook on dating,
hilariously works out her trust issues, and ultimately learns to
love herself.

01:50:00

ANNABELLE HOOPER AND
THE GHOSTS OF
NANTUCKET

Vacationing on historic Nantucket Island, a teenage mystery
writer and her friends must outwit two scheming thieves to
solve the secret behind a legendary ghost story.

FREE WILLY 2: THE
ADVENTURE HOME

Jesse becomes reunited with Willy three years after the
whale's jump to freedom as the teenager tries to rescue the
killer whale and other orcas from an oil spill.

BORN TO DANCE

Tu, ambitious young man, dreams of being a professional hiphop dancer. When his father issues an ultimatum regarding
his future, Tu decides that dancing is his purpose.

03:25:00

05:05:00

Based on the classic novel, Little Women, the film centers on
the March sisters who live and grow in post-Civil War America.

03/08/18

03/08/18

03/08/18

03/08/18

03/08/18

03/08/18

03/08/18

06:40:00

LITTLE WOMEN

08:40:00

THREE AMIGOS!

10:25:00

AGAINST THE WILD:
SURVIVE THE SERENGETI

12:00:00

14:00:00

15:55:00

17:25:00

Three actors accept an invitation to a Mexican village to
perform their onscreen bandit fighter roles, unaware that it is
the real thing.
Two siblings and their devoted dog must use all their skills to
survive in the Africa bush after a plane crash.

THE SISTERHOOD OF THE
TRAVELING PANTS

Four best girlfriends hatch a plan to stay connected with one
another as their lives start off in different directions: they pass
around a pair of secondhand jeans that fits each of their
bodies perfectly.

PETER PAN

Peter Pan visits the Darling children and takes them to
Neverland where an ongoing war with the evil Captain Hook is
taking place.

PUPS UNITED

Ryan, a benchwarmer for the US team, uncovers an evil plot
that threatens the Children’s World Cup and must unite all the
dog mascots to save the players and a stadium full of fans.

A MERMAID'S TALE

Ryan moves with her father to the fishing town. She discovers
a secret cove and befriends with a mermaid. They uncover a
secret that will help saving the town in a story of friendship and
redemption.
Max comes to the rescue when TJ, the President's son and
Alex, the daughter of the Russian President gets into trouble.

03/08/18

19:00:00

MAX 2: WHITE HOUSE HERO
A bad guy from KK1 attempts to gain revenge on Daniel and
Miyagi, with the aid of an old army buddy.

03/08/18

20:25:00

THE KARATE KID III

03/08/18

04/08/18

22:20:00

00:05:00

ZATHURA: A SPACE
ADVENTURE

Two young brothers are drawn into an intergalactic adventure
when their house is hurled through the depths of space by the
magical board game they are playing.

THE BOATHOUSE
DETECTIVES

Four unlikely heroes go on an extraordinary mission with a
ticking deadline, dead ends, false leads, mistaken identities,
and near misses in this high-octane family comedy.
Based on the classic novel, Little Women, the film centers on
the March sisters who live and grow in post-Civil War America.

04/08/18

04/08/18

04/08/18

04/08/18

04/08/18

01:35:00

03:35:00

05:15:00

06:45:00

08:10:00

LITTLE WOMEN

PAPER PLANES

An imaginative children's film about a young Australian boy's
passion for flight and his challenge to compete in the World
Paper Plane Championships in Japan.

PUPS UNITED

Ryan, a benchwarmer for the US team, uncovers an evil plot
that threatens the Children’s World Cup and must unite all the
dog mascots to save the players and a stadium full of fans.

A DOGGONE ADVENTURE

A telepathic dog enlists a group of fun loving kids to help him
solve a mystery. The K-9 detective leads the children down a
road filled with action and adventure.

THE SECRET OF NIMH

To save her ill son, a field mouse must seek the aid of a
colony of rats, with whom she has a deeper link than she ever
suspected.

04/08/18

09:35:00

A MERMAID'S TALE

04/08/18

11:10:00

UNLEASHED

Ryan moves with her father to the fishing town. She discovers
a secret cove and befriends with a mermaid. They uncover a
secret that will help saving the town in a story of friendship and
redemption.
When a cosmic event turns Emma's dog and cat into two
perfect guys, Emma reconsiders her outlook on dating,
hilariously works out her trust issues, and ultimately learns to
love herself.

BORN TO DANCE

Tu, ambitious young man, dreams of being a professional hiphop dancer. When his father issues an ultimatum regarding
his future, Tu decides that dancing is his purpose.

04/08/18

12:45:00

Max comes to the rescue when TJ, the President's son and
Alex, the daughter of the Russian President gets into trouble.

04/08/18

04/08/18

04/08/18

04/08/18

04/08/18

14:20:00

MAX 2: WHITE HOUSE HERO

15:45:00

FREE WILLY 2: THE
ADVENTURE HOME

17:25:00

AGAINST THE WILD:
SURVIVE THE SERENGETI

19:00:00

MIDDLE SCHOOL: THE
WORST YEARS OF MY LIFE

20:35:00

MRS. DOUBTFIRE

Jesse becomes reunited with Willy three years after the
whale's jump to freedom as the teenager tries to rescue the
killer whale and other orcas from an oil spill.
Two siblings and their devoted dog must use all their skills to
survive in the Africa bush after a plane crash.

After his principal destroys his sketchbook, Rafe and Leo
decide to break every rule in the school's Code of Conduct.
After a bitter divorce, an actor disguises himself as a female
housekeeper to spend secret time with his children held in
custody by his ex.

04/08/18

05/08/18

05/08/18

05/08/18

05/08/18

SPARE PARTS

Four Hispanic high school students form a robotics club to
team goes up against the country's reigning robotics
champion, MIT.

BORN TO DANCE

Tu, ambitious young man, dreams of being a professional hiphop dancer. When his father issues an ultimatum regarding
his future, Tu decides that dancing is his purpose.

02:10:00

THE ADVENTURE CLUB

One night, Ricky stumbles upon a hidden drawer in the attic
and inside he finds a skeleton key and a map. Could this be
the adventure Ricky and his club mates have been waiting for?

03:40:00

THE CROCODILE HUNTER:
COLLISION COURSE

The Crocodile Hunter mistakes some CIA agents for poachers
and sets out to stop them from capturing a wily croc which,
unbeknownst to him, has swallowed a tracking drone.

UNLEASHED

When a cosmic event turns Emma's dog and cat into two
perfect guys, Emma reconsiders her outlook on dating,
hilariously works out her trust issues, and ultimately learns to
love herself.

22:40:00

00:35:00

05:10:00

Max comes to the rescue when TJ, the President's son and
Alex, the daughter of the Russian President gets into trouble.

05/08/18

05/08/18

05/08/18

05/08/18

05/08/18

05/08/18

05/08/18

05/08/18

06:45:00

MAX 2: WHITE HOUSE HERO

SPARE PARTS

Four Hispanic high school students form a robotics club to
team goes up against the country's reigning robotics
champion, MIT.

THE BOATHOUSE
DETECTIVES

Four unlikely heroes go on an extraordinary mission with a
ticking deadline, dead ends, false leads, mistaken identities,
and near misses in this high-octane family comedy.

ZATHURA: A SPACE
ADVENTURE

Two young brothers are drawn into an intergalactic adventure
when their house is hurled through the depths of space by the
magical board game they are playing.

13:25:00

PAPER PLANES

An imaginative children's film about a young Australian boy's
passion for flight and his challenge to compete in the World
Paper Plane Championships in Japan.

15:05:00

MIDDLE SCHOOL: THE
WORST YEARS OF MY LIFE

08:15:00

10:10:00

11:40:00

16:40:00

19:00:00

After his principal destroys his sketchbook, Rafe and Leo
decide to break every rule in the school's Code of Conduct.

HOOK

To rescue his children, an adult Peter Pan must return to
Neverland and battle an old enemy... and rediscover the child
in himself.

STUART LITTLE 3: CALL OF
THE WILD

The Little Family spend their vacation near Lake Garland.
Meanwhile in the forest a beast is threatening the animals to
give her food every night.
Based on the classic novel, Little Women, the film centers on
the March sisters who live and grow in post-Civil War America.

05/08/18

05/08/18

20:15:00

22:15:00

LITTLE WOMEN
THE CROCODILE HUNTER:
COLLISION COURSE

The Crocodile Hunter mistakes some CIA agents for poachers
and sets out to stop them from capturing a wily croc which,
unbeknownst to him, has swallowed a tracking drone.

05/08/18

06/08/18

06/08/18

06/08/18

06/08/18

06/08/18

06/08/18

06/08/18

06/08/18

06/08/18

06/08/18

06/08/18

MRS. DOUBTFIRE

After a bitter divorce, an actor disguises himself as a female
housekeeper to spend secret time with his children held in
custody by his ex.

A DOGGONE CHRISTMAS

When the CIA discovers an orphan puppy with amazing
telepathic abilities, the government wants it to become a
covert secret weapon. Can two brothers keep the puppy out of
harm’s way?

03:15:00

SPARE PARTS

Four Hispanic high school students form a robotics club to
team goes up against the country's reigning robotics
champion, MIT.

05:10:00

THE BOATHOUSE
DETECTIVES

Four unlikely heroes go on an extraordinary mission with a
ticking deadline, dead ends, false leads, mistaken identities,
and near misses in this high-octane family comedy.

06:40:00

FREE WILLY 2: THE
ADVENTURE HOME

Jesse becomes reunited with Willy three years after the
whale's jump to freedom as the teenager tries to rescue the
killer whale and other orcas from an oil spill.

08:20:00

MIDDLE SCHOOL: THE
WORST YEARS OF MY LIFE

23:45:00

01:50:00

After his principal destroys his sketchbook, Rafe and Leo
decide to break every rule in the school's Code of Conduct.

THE ADVENTURE CLUB

One night, Ricky stumbles upon a hidden drawer in the attic
and inside he finds a skeleton key and a map. Could this be
the adventure Ricky and his club mates have been waiting for?

A DOGGONE ADVENTURE

A telepathic dog enlists a group of fun loving kids to help him
solve a mystery. The K-9 detective leads the children down a
road filled with action and adventure.

12:50:00

STUART LITTLE 3: CALL OF
THE WILD

The Little Family spend their vacation near Lake Garland.
Meanwhile in the forest a beast is threatening the animals to
give her food every night.

14:05:00

ZATHURA: A SPACE
ADVENTURE

Two young brothers are drawn into an intergalactic adventure
when their house is hurled through the depths of space by the
magical board game they are playing.

15:45:00

ANNABELLE HOOPER AND
THE GHOSTS OF
NANTUCKET

Vacationing on historic Nantucket Island, a teenage mystery
writer and her friends must outwit two scheming thieves to
solve the secret behind a legendary ghost story.

PAPER PLANES

An imaginative children's film about a young Australian boy's
passion for flight and his challenge to compete in the World
Paper Plane Championships in Japan.

09:55:00

11:25:00

17:20:00

The adventurous Madeline must use all of her wits to prevent
the sale of her beloved school and home in Paris.

06/08/18

06/08/18

19:00:00

20:30:00

MADELINE

PETER PAN

Peter Pan visits the Darling children and takes them to
Neverland where an ongoing war with the evil Captain Hook is
taking place.
Max comes to the rescue when TJ, the President's son and
Alex, the daughter of the Russian President gets into trouble.

06/08/18

22:25:00

MAX 2: WHITE HOUSE HERO

06/08/18

07/08/18

07/08/18

07/08/18

07/08/18

07/08/18

07/08/18

23:55:00

SPARE PARTS

01:50:00

AGAINST THE WILD:
SURVIVE THE SERENGETI

03:25:00

ELLE: A MODERN
CINDERELLA TALE

05:05:00

MIDDLE SCHOOL: THE
WORST YEARS OF MY LIFE

06:40:00

08:20:00

09:40:00

Four Hispanic high school students form a robotics club to
team goes up against the country's reigning robotics
champion, MIT.
Two siblings and their devoted dog must use all their skills to
survive in the Africa bush after a plane crash.

Elle's repressed singing ambition is revitalized, after finally
being noticed for her true talent.

After his principal destroys his sketchbook, Rafe and Leo
decide to break every rule in the school's Code of Conduct.

PAPER PLANES

An imaginative children's film about a young Australian boy's
passion for flight and his challenge to compete in the World
Paper Plane Championships in Japan.

STUART LITTLE 3: CALL OF
THE WILD

The Little Family spend their vacation near Lake Garland.
Meanwhile in the forest a beast is threatening the animals to
give her food every night.

A DOGGONE CHRISTMAS

When the CIA discovers an orphan puppy with amazing
telepathic abilities, the government wants it to become a
covert secret weapon. Can two brothers keep the puppy out of
harm’s way?
Based on the classic novel, Little Women, the film centers on
the March sisters who live and grow in post-Civil War America.

07/08/18

11:05:00

LITTLE WOMEN

13:05:00

HUEVOS: LITTLE ROOSTER'S occasion when a rancher threatens his home and his family.
EGG-CELLENT ADVENTURE

Toto, a young chick born the run of the litter, rises to the

07/08/18

The adventurous Madeline must use all of her wits to prevent
the sale of her beloved school and home in Paris.

07/08/18

07/08/18

07/08/18

14:45:00

MADELINE

16:15:00

OPEN SEASON: SCARED
SILLY

17:40:00

I THINK MY BABYSITTER IS
AN ALIEN

Elliot, Boog and all of the beloved woodland creatures are
back in a brand new comedy adventure.

When Katie's astronaut father returns home with a piece of
asteroid, strange things start to happen..

A farm boy discovers a dragon's egg that leads him on a
predestined journey to change the world.

07/08/18

07/08/18

07/08/18

19:00:00

20:45:00

22:10:00

ERAGON

A DOGGONE ADVENTURE

A telepathic dog enlists a group of fun loving kids to help him
solve a mystery. The K-9 detective leads the children down a
road filled with action and adventure.

THE SECRET OF NIMH

To save her ill son, a field mouse must seek the aid of a
colony of rats, with whom she has a deeper link than she ever
suspected.

Based on the classic novel, Little Women, the film centers on
the March sisters who live and grow in post-Civil War America.

07/08/18

08/08/18

08/08/18

08/08/18

08/08/18

08/08/18

08/08/18

08/08/18

23:35:00

LITTLE WOMEN

PUPS UNITED

Ryan, a benchwarmer for the US team, uncovers an evil plot
that threatens the Children’s World Cup and must unite all the
dog mascots to save the players and a stadium full of fans.

03:00:00

ALL DOGS GO TO HEAVEN 2

Charlie and Itchy return to Earth to find Gabriel's Horn, but
along the way meet up with a young boy named David, who
ran away from home.

04:25:00

ANNABELLE HOOPER AND
THE GHOSTS OF
NANTUCKET

Vacationing on historic Nantucket Island, a teenage mystery
writer and her friends must outwit two scheming thieves to
solve the secret behind a legendary ghost story.

THE CROCODILE HUNTER:
COLLISION COURSE

The Crocodile Hunter mistakes some CIA agents for poachers
and sets out to stop them from capturing a wily croc which,
unbeknownst to him, has swallowed a tracking drone.

BORN TO DANCE

Tu, ambitious young man, dreams of being a professional hiphop dancer. When his father issues an ultimatum regarding
his future, Tu decides that dancing is his purpose.

PETER PAN

Peter Pan visits the Darling children and takes them to
Neverland where an ongoing war with the evil Captain Hook is
taking place.

THE SECRET OF NIMH

To save her ill son, a field mouse must seek the aid of a
colony of rats, with whom she has a deeper link than she ever
suspected.

01:35:00

06:00:00

07:30:00

09:05:00

11:00:00

A farm boy discovers a dragon's egg that leads him on a
predestined journey to change the world.

08/08/18

12:25:00

ERAGON
The Walton brothers are forced to spend summer vacation
with their uncle who lives on a sparsely populated island. The
boys soon learn their eccentric grandfather hid a vast fortune
before he died.
A young figure skating champion Mattie falls badly at a
competition. She’s forced to give up skating. Her family moves
and Mattie struggles to fit into her new environment until she
met her mentor Mercury.

08/08/18

14:10:00

LOST AND FOUND

08/08/18

15:45:00

ICE GIRLS

17:20:00

ELLE: A MODERN
CINDERELLA TALE

19:00:00

A 10 year old girl, left home alone, witnesses her neighbor’s
ACE THE CASE: MANHATTAN kidnapping on the empty NY city streets. She’ll put her own life
at risk to save her neighbor.
MYSTERY

08/08/18

08/08/18

Elle's repressed singing ambition is revitalized, after finally
being noticed for her true talent.

A group of middle school kids who stumble upon a chest full of
incredible toys from the future.

08/08/18

08/08/18

20:35:00

TIME TOYS

22:05:00

MIDDLE SCHOOL: THE
WORST YEARS OF MY LIFE

After his principal destroys his sketchbook, Rafe and Leo
decide to break every rule in the school's Code of Conduct.

08/08/18

23:40:00

A DOGGONE CHRISTMAS

When the CIA discovers an orphan puppy with amazing
telepathic abilities, the government wants it to become a
covert secret weapon. Can two brothers keep the puppy out of
harm’s way?
A farm boy discovers a dragon's egg that leads him on a
predestined journey to change the world.

09/08/18

01:05:00

ERAGON

02:50:00

HUEVOS: LITTLE ROOSTER'S occasion when a rancher threatens his home and his family.
EGG-CELLENT ADVENTURE

Toto, a young chick born the run of the litter, rises to the

09/08/18

09/08/18

09/08/18

09/08/18

09/08/18

09/08/18

04:30:00

LOST AND FOUND

06:05:00

ELLE: A MODERN
CINDERELLA TALE

07:45:00

OPEN SEASON: SCARED
SILLY

09:10:00

I THINK MY BABYSITTER IS
AN ALIEN

10:30:00

HOOK

The Walton brothers are forced to spend summer vacation
with their uncle who lives on a sparsely populated island. The
boys soon learn their eccentric grandfather hid a vast fortune
before he died.
Elle's repressed singing ambition is revitalized, after finally
being noticed for her true talent.

Elliot, Boog and all of the beloved woodland creatures are
back in a brand new comedy adventure.

When Katie's astronaut father returns home with a piece of
asteroid, strange things start to happen..
To rescue his children, an adult Peter Pan must return to
Neverland and battle an old enemy... and rediscover the child
in himself.
A shy high school student's Christmas wish comes true only it
isn't exactly as wonderful as she'd hoped.

09/08/18

12:50:00

HOLIDAY JOY

14:25:00

ACE THE CASE: MANHATTAN kidnapping on the empty NY city streets. She’ll put her own life
at risk to save her neighbor.
MYSTERY

16:00:00

THE ADVENTURE CLUB

One night, Ricky stumbles upon a hidden drawer in the attic
and inside he finds a skeleton key and a map. Could this be
the adventure Ricky and his club mates have been waiting for?

THE CROCODILE HUNTER:
COLLISION COURSE

The Crocodile Hunter mistakes some CIA agents for poachers
and sets out to stop them from capturing a wily croc which,
unbeknownst to him, has swallowed a tracking drone.

19:00:00

STARDUST

In a countryside town bordering on a magical land, a young
man makes a promise to his beloved that he'll retrieve a fallen
star by venturing into the magical realm.

21:05:00

STUART LITTLE 3: CALL OF
THE WILD

The Little Family spend their vacation near Lake Garland.
Meanwhile in the forest a beast is threatening the animals to
give her food every night.

22:25:00

MEE-SHEE: THE WATER
GIANT

A 10 year old girl, left home alone, witnesses her neighbor’s

09/08/18

09/08/18

09/08/18

09/08/18

09/08/18

09/08/18

17:30:00

Mac has an adventure of a lifetime when he encounters MeeShee, The Water Giant.

10/08/18

10/08/18

10/08/18

10/08/18

10/08/18

10/08/18

00:00:00

ELLE: A MODERN
CINDERELLA TALE

01:40:00

I THINK MY BABYSITTER IS
AN ALIEN

Elle's repressed singing ambition is revitalized, after finally
being noticed for her true talent.

When Katie's astronaut father returns home with a piece of
asteroid, strange things start to happen..

THE ADVENTURE CLUB

One night, Ricky stumbles upon a hidden drawer in the attic
and inside he finds a skeleton key and a map. Could this be
the adventure Ricky and his club mates have been waiting for?

04:30:00

THE SECRET OF NIMH

To save her ill son, a field mouse must seek the aid of a
colony of rats, with whom she has a deeper link than she ever
suspected.

05:55:00

A 10 year old girl, left home alone, witnesses her neighbor’s
ACE THE CASE: MANHATTAN kidnapping on the empty NY city streets. She’ll put her own life
at risk to save her neighbor.
MYSTERY

03:00:00

07:30:00

TO THE BEAT

The 14 year old twins Mia and Mackie form their own team to
compete for the chance to dance in their favorite pop star's
next music video.
A farm boy discovers a dragon's egg that leads him on a
predestined journey to change the world.

10/08/18

10/08/18

10/08/18

10/08/18

09:10:00

ERAGON

10:55:00

MEE-SHEE: THE WATER
GIANT

12:30:00

14:35:00

Mac has an adventure of a lifetime when he encounters MeeShee, The Water Giant.

STARDUST

In a countryside town bordering on a magical land, a young
man makes a promise to his beloved that he'll retrieve a fallen
star by venturing into the magical realm.

ALL DOGS GO TO HEAVEN 2

Charlie and Itchy return to Earth to find Gabriel's Horn, but
along the way meet up with a young boy named David, who
ran away from home.
A group of middle school kids who stumble upon a chest full of
incredible toys from the future.

10/08/18

16:00:00

TIME TOYS
The adventurous Madeline must use all of her wits to prevent
the sale of her beloved school and home in Paris.

10/08/18

10/08/18

10/08/18

10/08/18

17:30:00

MADELINE

19:00:00

RIP TIDE

20:25:00

OPEN SEASON: SCARED
SILLY

21:50:00

HOOK

After a modeling mishap, Cora books a one-way ticket to
Australia, friendships bloom and romance sparks. She must
decide between a career she's been working so hard for and
the community that she loves.
Elliot, Boog and all of the beloved woodland creatures are
back in a brand new comedy adventure.
To rescue his children, an adult Peter Pan must return to
Neverland and battle an old enemy... and rediscover the child
in himself.

11/08/18

00:10:00

A 10 year old girl, left home alone, witnesses her neighbor’s
ACE THE CASE: MANHATTAN kidnapping on the empty NY city streets. She’ll put her own life
at risk to save her neighbor.
MYSTERY

11/08/18

01:45:00

LOST AND FOUND

11/08/18

03:20:00

ICE GIRLS

The Walton brothers are forced to spend summer vacation
with their uncle who lives on a sparsely populated island. The
boys soon learn their eccentric grandfather hid a vast fortune
before he died.
A young figure skating champion Mattie falls badly at a
competition. She’s forced to give up skating. Her family moves
and Mattie struggles to fit into her new environment until she
met her mentor Mercury.
A shy high school student's Christmas wish comes true only it
isn't exactly as wonderful as she'd hoped.

11/08/18

11/08/18

11/08/18

11/08/18

04:50:00

HOLIDAY JOY

06:25:00

STARDUST

08:30:00

AGAINST THE WILD: THE
GREAT ELEPHANT
ADVENTURE

10:00:00

MIDDLE SCHOOL: THE
WORST YEARS OF MY LIFE

In a countryside town bordering on a magical land, a young
man makes a promise to his beloved that he'll retrieve a fallen
star by venturing into the magical realm.
A lost orphan boy and a giant elephant team up to take down
an elephant poaching syndicate.

After his principal destroys his sketchbook, Rafe and Leo
decide to break every rule in the school's Code of Conduct.

A group of middle school kids who stumble upon a chest full of
incredible toys from the future.

11/08/18

11/08/18

11/08/18

11/08/18

11/08/18

11/08/18

11:35:00

TIME TOYS

13:05:00

RIP TIDE

14:30:00

ELLE: A MODERN
CINDERELLA TALE

16:10:00

STUART LITTLE 3: CALL OF
THE WILD

17:25:00

MEE-SHEE: THE WATER
GIANT

19:00:00

A CINDERELLA STORY

After a modeling mishap, Cora books a one-way ticket to
Australia, friendships bloom and romance sparks. She must
decide between a career she's been working so hard for and
the community that she loves.
Elle's repressed singing ambition is revitalized, after finally
being noticed for her true talent.
The Little Family spend their vacation near Lake Garland.
Meanwhile in the forest a beast is threatening the animals to
give her food every night.
Mac has an adventure of a lifetime when he encounters MeeShee, The Water Giant.
Routinely exploited by her wicked stepmother, the
downtrodden Sam Montgomery is excited about the prospect
of meeting her Internet beau at the school's Halloween dance.
The alumni cast of a cult space TV show have to play their
roles as the real thing when an alien race needs their help.

11/08/18

20:35:00

GALAXY QUEST
A farm boy discovers a dragon's egg that leads him on a
predestined journey to change the world.

11/08/18

22:20:00

ERAGON

12/08/18

12/08/18

STARDUST

In a countryside town bordering on a magical land, a young
man makes a promise to his beloved that he'll retrieve a fallen
star by venturing into the magical realm.

02:15:00

SPARE PARTS

Four Hispanic high school students form a robotics club to
team goes up against the country's reigning robotics
champion, MIT.

04:10:00

ACE THE CASE: MANHATTAN kidnapping on the empty NY city streets. She’ll put her own life
at risk to save her neighbor.
MYSTERY

00:05:00

A 10 year old girl, left home alone, witnesses her neighbor’s

12/08/18

12/08/18

05:45:00

HOOK

12/08/18

08:05:00

ICE GIRLS

12/08/18

09:35:00

LOST AND FOUND

To rescue his children, an adult Peter Pan must return to
Neverland and battle an old enemy... and rediscover the child
in himself.
A young figure skating champion Mattie falls badly at a
competition. She’s forced to give up skating. Her family moves
and Mattie struggles to fit into her new environment until she
met her mentor Mercury.
The Walton brothers are forced to spend summer vacation
with their uncle who lives on a sparsely populated island. The
boys soon learn their eccentric grandfather hid a vast fortune
before he died.
The alumni cast of a cult space TV show have to play their
roles as the real thing when an alien race needs their help.

12/08/18

12/08/18

12/08/18

11:10:00

GALAXY QUEST

12:55:00

OPEN SEASON: SCARED
SILLY

14:20:00

A CINDERELLA STORY

Elliot, Boog and all of the beloved woodland creatures are
back in a brand new comedy adventure.
Routinely exploited by her wicked stepmother, the
downtrodden Sam Montgomery is excited about the prospect
of meeting her Internet beau at the school's Halloween dance.
A shy high school student's Christmas wish comes true only it
isn't exactly as wonderful as she'd hoped.

12/08/18

12/08/18

15:55:00

HOLIDAY JOY

17:30:00

AGAINST THE WILD: THE
GREAT ELEPHANT
ADVENTURE

A lost orphan boy and a giant elephant team up to take down
an elephant poaching syndicate.

Three kids discover that the house across the street is a living,
breathing monster.

12/08/18

12/08/18

19:00:00

20:30:00

MONSTER HOUSE

TO THE BEAT

The 14 year old twins Mia and Mackie form their own team to
compete for the chance to dance in their favorite pop star's
next music video.
The adventurous Madeline must use all of her wits to prevent
the sale of her beloved school and home in Paris.

12/08/18

12/08/18

22:10:00

MADELINE

23:40:00

ELLE: A MODERN
CINDERELLA TALE

Elle's repressed singing ambition is revitalized, after finally
being noticed for her true talent.

13/08/18

13/08/18

13/08/18

13/08/18

13/08/18

13/08/18

01:20:00

ALL DOGS GO TO HEAVEN 2

02:45:00

AGAINST THE WILD: THE
GREAT ELEPHANT
ADVENTURE

Charlie and Itchy return to Earth to find Gabriel's Horn, but
along the way meet up with a young boy named David, who
ran away from home.
A lost orphan boy and a giant elephant team up to take down
an elephant poaching syndicate.

MRS. DOUBTFIRE

After a bitter divorce, an actor disguises himself as a female
housekeeper to spend secret time with his children held in
custody by his ex.

LOST AND FOUND

The Walton brothers are forced to spend summer vacation
with their uncle who lives on a sparsely populated island. The
boys soon learn their eccentric grandfather hid a vast fortune
before he died.

A CINDERELLA STORY

Routinely exploited by her wicked stepmother, the
downtrodden Sam Montgomery is excited about the prospect
of meeting her Internet beau at the school's Halloween dance.

09:30:00

THREE AMIGOS!

Three actors accept an invitation to a Mexican village to
perform their onscreen bandit fighter roles, unaware that it is
the real thing.

11:15:00

ACE THE CASE: MANHATTAN kidnapping on the empty NY city streets. She’ll put her own life
at risk to save her neighbor.
MYSTERY

04:15:00

06:20:00

07:55:00

A 10 year old girl, left home alone, witnesses her neighbor’s

13/08/18

Three kids discover that the house across the street is a living,
breathing monster.

13/08/18

13/08/18

12:50:00

MONSTER HOUSE

14:20:00

AGAINST THE WILD:
SURVIVE THE SERENGETI

Two siblings and their devoted dog must use all their skills to
survive in the Africa bush after a plane crash.

Todd Howard is a struggling teenager. Nothing seems to be
going very well for him, until he turns into a wolf.

13/08/18

13/08/18

15:55:00

17:30:00

TEEN WOLF TOO

MY NEW BEST FRIEND

To earn some money for her ill mother, 11-year-old Polka-dot
charms local officer Cooper into allowing her to clean his K-9
partner’s dog kennel.
A Doctor finds out that he can understand what animals are
saying.

13/08/18

19:00:00

DOCTOR DOLITTLE

13/08/18

20:25:00

ICE GIRLS

13/08/18

21:55:00

RIP TIDE

A young figure skating champion Mattie falls badly at a
competition. She’s forced to give up skating. Her family moves
and Mattie struggles to fit into her new environment until she
met her mentor Mercury.
After a modeling mishap, Cora books a one-way ticket to
Australia, friendships bloom and romance sparks. She must
decide between a career she's been working so hard for and
the community that she loves.
The alumni cast of a cult space TV show have to play their
roles as the real thing when an alien race needs their help.

13/08/18

23:20:00

GALAXY QUEST

14/08/18

14/08/18

YOU'RE SO CUPID

Twin sisters with knack for playing matchmaker, find out that
their skills are not just a gift from heaven, but rather that their
father is actually Cupid.

02:45:00

MY NEW BEST FRIEND

To earn some money for her ill mother, 11-year-old Polka-dot
charms local officer Cooper into allowing her to clean his K-9
partner’s dog kennel.

04:15:00

HUEVOS: LITTLE ROOSTER'S occasion when a rancher threatens his home and his family.
EGG-CELLENT ADVENTURE

05:55:00

FREE WILLY 2: THE
ADVENTURE HOME

Jesse becomes reunited with Willy three years after the
whale's jump to freedom as the teenager tries to rescue the
killer whale and other orcas from an oil spill.

THE BOATHOUSE
DETECTIVES

Four unlikely heroes go on an extraordinary mission with a
ticking deadline, dead ends, false leads, mistaken identities,
and near misses in this high-octane family comedy.

STARDUST

In a countryside town bordering on a magical land, a young
man makes a promise to his beloved that he'll retrieve a fallen
star by venturing into the magical realm.

TO THE BEAT

The 14 year old twins Mia and Mackie form their own team to
compete for the chance to dance in their favorite pop star's
next music video.

01:05:00

Toto, a young chick born the run of the litter, rises to the

14/08/18

14/08/18

14/08/18

14/08/18

14/08/18

07:35:00

09:05:00

11:10:00

A Doctor finds out that he can understand what animals are
saying.

14/08/18

14/08/18

14/08/18

12:50:00

DOCTOR DOLITTLE

14:15:00

MEE-SHEE: THE WATER
GIANT

15:50:00

LOST AND FOUND

Mac has an adventure of a lifetime when he encounters MeeShee, The Water Giant.
The Walton brothers are forced to spend summer vacation
with their uncle who lives on a sparsely populated island. The
boys soon learn their eccentric grandfather hid a vast fortune
before he died.
A shy high school student's Christmas wish comes true only it
isn't exactly as wonderful as she'd hoped.

14/08/18

14/08/18

17:25:00

19:00:00

HOLIDAY JOY
THE LEGEND OF JOHNNY
LINGO

Johnny Lingo is an orphaned boy who's shunned by his
community, except for the compassion of a girl named
Mahana. He departs his island determined to make his people
proud enough to accept him.
Todd Howard is a struggling teenager. Nothing seems to be
going very well for him, until he turns into a wolf.

14/08/18

14/08/18

14/08/18

20:35:00

TEEN WOLF TOO

22:10:00

AGAINST THE WILD: THE
GREAT ELEPHANT
ADVENTURE

23:40:00

TO THE BEAT

A lost orphan boy and a giant elephant team up to take down
an elephant poaching syndicate.
The 14 year old twins Mia and Mackie form their own team to
compete for the chance to dance in their favorite pop star's
next music video.

15/08/18

15/08/18

15/08/18

01:20:00

02:55:00

04:35:00

MEE-SHEE: THE WATER
GIANT

Mac has an adventure of a lifetime when he encounters MeeShee, The Water Giant.

FREE WILLY 2: THE
ADVENTURE HOME

Jesse becomes reunited with Willy three years after the
whale's jump to freedom as the teenager tries to rescue the
killer whale and other orcas from an oil spill.

THREE AMIGOS!

Three actors accept an invitation to a Mexican village to
perform their onscreen bandit fighter roles, unaware that it is
the real thing.
A Doctor finds out that he can understand what animals are
saying.

15/08/18

15/08/18

06:20:00

DOCTOR DOLITTLE

07:45:00

AGAINST THE WILD:
SURVIVE THE SERENGETI

Two siblings and their devoted dog must use all their skills to
survive in the Africa bush after a plane crash.

A shy high school student's Christmas wish comes true only it
isn't exactly as wonderful as she'd hoped.

15/08/18

09:20:00

HOLIDAY JOY
10-year old Amanda forms a bond with a new, spirited horse,
and learns to cope with tragedy.

15/08/18

15/08/18

15/08/18

15/08/18

15/08/18

10:55:00

A GIFT HORSE

YOU'RE SO CUPID

Twin sisters with knack for playing matchmaker, find out that
their skills are not just a gift from heaven, but rather that their
father is actually Cupid.

THE LEGEND OF JOHNNY
LINGO

Johnny Lingo is an orphaned boy who's shunned by his
community, except for the compassion of a girl named
Mahana. He departs his island determined to make his people
proud enough to accept him.

15:35:00

PETER PAN

Peter Pan visits the Darling children and takes them to
Neverland where an ongoing war with the evil Captain Hook is
taking place.

17:30:00

THE BOATHOUSE
DETECTIVES

Four unlikely heroes go on an extraordinary mission with a
ticking deadline, dead ends, false leads, mistaken identities,
and near misses in this high-octane family comedy.

12:20:00

14:00:00

When Dre Parker is forced to move to China, he begins to
learn Kung Fu from an old master.

15/08/18

15/08/18

15/08/18

16/08/18

19:00:00

21:20:00

22:55:00

00:30:00

THE KARATE KID (2010)

UNLEASHED

When a cosmic event turns Emma's dog and cat into two
perfect guys, Emma reconsiders her outlook on dating,
hilariously works out her trust issues, and ultimately learns to
love herself.

A CINDERELLA STORY

Routinely exploited by her wicked stepmother, the
downtrodden Sam Montgomery is excited about the prospect
of meeting her Internet beau at the school's Halloween dance.

MY NEW BEST FRIEND

To earn some money for her ill mother, 11-year-old Polka-dot
charms local officer Cooper into allowing her to clean his K-9
partner’s dog kennel.

A shy high school student's Christmas wish comes true only it
isn't exactly as wonderful as she'd hoped.

16/08/18

02:00:00

HOLIDAY JOY
The alumni cast of a cult space TV show have to play their
roles as the real thing when an alien race needs their help.

16/08/18

16/08/18

03:35:00

05:20:00

GALAXY QUEST

SPARE PARTS

Four Hispanic high school students form a robotics club to
team goes up against the country's reigning robotics
champion, MIT.
Todd Howard is a struggling teenager. Nothing seems to be
going very well for him, until he turns into a wolf.

16/08/18

16/08/18

16/08/18

07:15:00

08:50:00

10:45:00

TEEN WOLF TOO

PETER PAN

Peter Pan visits the Darling children and takes them to
Neverland where an ongoing war with the evil Captain Hook is
taking place.

THE LEGEND OF JOHNNY
LINGO

Johnny Lingo is an orphaned boy who's shunned by his
community, except for the compassion of a girl named
Mahana. He departs his island determined to make his people
proud enough to accept him.
When Dre Parker is forced to move to China, he begins to
learn Kung Fu from an old master.

16/08/18

16/08/18

16/08/18

12:20:00

THE KARATE KID (2010)

14:40:00

AGAINST THE WILD: THE
GREAT ELEPHANT
ADVENTURE

16:10:00

RIP TIDE

A lost orphan boy and a giant elephant team up to take down
an elephant poaching syndicate.
After a modeling mishap, Cora books a one-way ticket to
Australia, friendships bloom and romance sparks. She must
decide between a career she's been working so hard for and
the community that she loves.
10-year old Amanda forms a bond with a new, spirited horse,
and learns to cope with tragedy.

16/08/18

16/08/18

16/08/18

16/08/18

16/08/18

17:35:00

A GIFT HORSE

19:00:00

DR. SEUSS' THE CAT IN THE
HAT

20:25:00

22:10:00

23:50:00

Two bored children have their lives turned upside down when
a talking cat comes to visit them.

THREE AMIGOS!

Three actors accept an invitation to a Mexican village to
perform their onscreen bandit fighter roles, unaware that it is
the real thing.

YOU'RE SO CUPID

Twin sisters with knack for playing matchmaker, find out that
their skills are not just a gift from heaven, but rather that their
father is actually Cupid.

THE LEGEND OF JOHNNY
LINGO

Johnny Lingo is an orphaned boy who's shunned by his
community, except for the compassion of a girl named
Mahana. He departs his island determined to make his people
proud enough to accept him.
Todd Howard is a struggling teenager. Nothing seems to be
going very well for him, until he turns into a wolf.

17/08/18

01:25:00

TEEN WOLF TOO

17/08/18

17/08/18

03:00:00

AGAINST THE WILD:
SURVIVE THE SERENGETI

04:35:00

AGAINST THE WILD: THE
GREAT ELEPHANT
ADVENTURE

Two siblings and their devoted dog must use all their skills to
survive in the Africa bush after a plane crash.

A lost orphan boy and a giant elephant team up to take down
an elephant poaching syndicate.

The alumni cast of a cult space TV show have to play their
roles as the real thing when an alien race needs their help.

17/08/18

17/08/18

17/08/18

17/08/18

17/08/18

17/08/18

17/08/18

17/08/18

17/08/18

17/08/18

06:05:00

GALAXY QUEST

07:50:00

MIDDLE SCHOOL: THE
WORST YEARS OF MY LIFE

09:25:00

UNLEASHED

11:00:00

DR. SEUSS' THE CAT IN THE
HAT

After his principal destroys his sketchbook, Rafe and Leo
decide to break every rule in the school's Code of Conduct.
When a cosmic event turns Emma's dog and cat into two
perfect guys, Emma reconsiders her outlook on dating,
hilariously works out her trust issues, and ultimately learns to
love herself.
Two bored children have their lives turned upside down when
a talking cat comes to visit them.

12:25:00

PETER PAN

Peter Pan visits the Darling children and takes them to
Neverland where an ongoing war with the evil Captain Hook is
taking place.

14:20:00

ANNABELLE HOOPER AND
THE GHOSTS OF
NANTUCKET

Vacationing on historic Nantucket Island, a teenage mystery
writer and her friends must outwit two scheming thieves to
solve the secret behind a legendary ghost story.

15:55:00

A DOGGONE CHRISTMAS

When the CIA discovers an orphan puppy with amazing
telepathic abilities, the government wants it to become a
covert secret weapon. Can two brothers keep the puppy out of
harm’s way?

17:20:00

FREE WILLY 2: THE
ADVENTURE HOME

Jesse becomes reunited with Willy three years after the
whale's jump to freedom as the teenager tries to rescue the
killer whale and other orcas from an oil spill.

BABY'S DAY OUT

A wealthy baby is abducted by three kidnappers, he escapes
and takes an adventure through New York City while being
pursued by the kidnappers.

SPARE PARTS

Four Hispanic high school students form a robotics club to
team goes up against the country's reigning robotics
champion, MIT.

19:00:00

20:40:00

Three kids discover that the house across the street is a living,
breathing monster.

17/08/18

18/08/18

18/08/18

22:35:00

MONSTER HOUSE

00:05:00

THE BOATHOUSE
DETECTIVES

Four unlikely heroes go on an extraordinary mission with a
ticking deadline, dead ends, false leads, mistaken identities,
and near misses in this high-octane family comedy.

THE SECRET OF NIMH

To save her ill son, a field mouse must seek the aid of a
colony of rats, with whom she has a deeper link than she ever
suspected.

01:35:00

18/08/18

18/08/18

18/08/18

18/08/18

18/08/18

03:00:00

MIDDLE SCHOOL: THE
WORST YEARS OF MY LIFE

After his principal destroys his sketchbook, Rafe and Leo
decide to break every rule in the school's Code of Conduct.

04:35:00

YOU'RE SO CUPID

Twin sisters with knack for playing matchmaker, find out that
their skills are not just a gift from heaven, but rather that their
father is actually Cupid.

06:15:00

STUART LITTLE 3: CALL OF
THE WILD

The Little Family spend their vacation near Lake Garland.
Meanwhile in the forest a beast is threatening the animals to
give her food every night.

PUPS UNITED

Ryan, a benchwarmer for the US team, uncovers an evil plot
that threatens the Children’s World Cup and must unite all the
dog mascots to save the players and a stadium full of fans.

A CINDERELLA STORY

Routinely exploited by her wicked stepmother, the
downtrodden Sam Montgomery is excited about the prospect
of meeting her Internet beau at the school's Halloween dance.

07:30:00

08:55:00

Three kids discover that the house across the street is a living,
breathing monster.

18/08/18

18/08/18

18/08/18

18/08/18

18/08/18

10:30:00

MONSTER HOUSE

12:00:00

FREE WILLY 2: THE
ADVENTURE HOME

Jesse becomes reunited with Willy three years after the
whale's jump to freedom as the teenager tries to rescue the
killer whale and other orcas from an oil spill.

BABY'S DAY OUT

A wealthy baby is abducted by three kidnappers, he escapes
and takes an adventure through New York City while being
pursued by the kidnappers.

15:20:00

MRS. DOUBTFIRE

After a bitter divorce, an actor disguises himself as a female
housekeeper to spend secret time with his children held in
custody by his ex.

17:25:00

AGAINST THE WILD:
SURVIVE THE SERENGETI

13:40:00

Two siblings and their devoted dog must use all their skills to
survive in the Africa bush after a plane crash.

Scotty, desperately looking to fit in to the new neighborhood
he has just moved in to, joins the local sandlot ball team.

18/08/18

18/08/18

19:00:00

20:40:00

THE SANDLOT

PETER PAN

Peter Pan visits the Darling children and takes them to
Neverland where an ongoing war with the evil Captain Hook is
taking place.
A Doctor finds out that he can understand what animals are
saying.

18/08/18

22:35:00

DOCTOR DOLITTLE
10-year old Amanda forms a bond with a new, spirited horse,
and learns to cope with tragedy.

19/08/18

19/08/18

00:00:00

01:25:00

A GIFT HORSE

SPARE PARTS

Four Hispanic high school students form a robotics club to
team goes up against the country's reigning robotics
champion, MIT.

19/08/18

19/08/18

19/08/18

03:20:00

04:50:00

06:25:00

THE ADVENTURE CLUB

One night, Ricky stumbles upon a hidden drawer in the attic
and inside he finds a skeleton key and a map. Could this be
the adventure Ricky and his club mates have been waiting for?

THE LEGEND OF JOHNNY
LINGO

Johnny Lingo is an orphaned boy who's shunned by his
community, except for the compassion of a girl named
Mahana. He departs his island determined to make his people
proud enough to accept him.

BABY'S DAY OUT

A wealthy baby is abducted by three kidnappers, he escapes
and takes an adventure through New York City while being
pursued by the kidnappers.
A Doctor finds out that he can understand what animals are
saying.

19/08/18

08:05:00

DOCTOR DOLITTLE
Todd Howard is a struggling teenager. Nothing seems to be
going very well for him, until he turns into a wolf.

19/08/18

19/08/18

19/08/18

09:30:00

TEEN WOLF TOO

11:05:00

ANNABELLE HOOPER AND
THE GHOSTS OF
NANTUCKET

Vacationing on historic Nantucket Island, a teenage mystery
writer and her friends must outwit two scheming thieves to
solve the secret behind a legendary ghost story.

THREE AMIGOS!

Three actors accept an invitation to a Mexican village to
perform their onscreen bandit fighter roles, unaware that it is
the real thing.

12:40:00

Scotty, desperately looking to fit in to the new neighborhood
he has just moved in to, joins the local sandlot ball team.

19/08/18

19/08/18

19/08/18

19/08/18

19/08/18

14:25:00

THE SANDLOT

16:05:00

DR. SEUSS' THE CAT IN THE
HAT

Two bored children have their lives turned upside down when
a talking cat comes to visit them.

PUPS UNITED

Ryan, a benchwarmer for the US team, uncovers an evil plot
that threatens the Children’s World Cup and must unite all the
dog mascots to save the players and a stadium full of fans.

19:00:00

SPARK: A SPACE TAIL

Spark, a teenage monkey and his friends, Chunk and Vix, are
on a mission to regain Planet Bana - a kingdom overtaken by
the evil overlord Zhong.

20:30:00

MIDDLE SCHOOL: THE
WORST YEARS OF MY LIFE

17:30:00

After his principal destroys his sketchbook, Rafe and Leo
decide to break every rule in the school's Code of Conduct.

When Dre Parker is forced to move to China, he begins to
learn Kung Fu from an old master.

19/08/18

20/08/18

20/08/18

22:05:00

00:25:00

02:30:00

THE KARATE KID (2010)

MRS. DOUBTFIRE

After a bitter divorce, an actor disguises himself as a female
housekeeper to spend secret time with his children held in
custody by his ex.

THE LEGEND OF JOHNNY
LINGO

Johnny Lingo is an orphaned boy who's shunned by his
community, except for the compassion of a girl named
Mahana. He departs his island determined to make his people
proud enough to accept him.

20/08/18

20/08/18

04:05:00

05:30:00

PUPS UNITED

Ryan, a benchwarmer for the US team, uncovers an evil plot
that threatens the Children’s World Cup and must unite all the
dog mascots to save the players and a stadium full of fans.

THE ADVENTURE CLUB

One night, Ricky stumbles upon a hidden drawer in the attic
and inside he finds a skeleton key and a map. Could this be
the adventure Ricky and his club mates have been waiting for?
Scotty, desperately looking to fit in to the new neighborhood
he has just moved in to, joins the local sandlot ball team.

20/08/18

07:00:00

THE SANDLOT
The adventurous Madeline must use all of her wits to prevent
the sale of her beloved school and home in Paris.

20/08/18

08:45:00

MADELINE
When Dre Parker is forced to move to China, he begins to
learn Kung Fu from an old master.

20/08/18

20/08/18

20/08/18

20/08/18

20/08/18

10:15:00

THE KARATE KID (2010)

UNLEASHED

When a cosmic event turns Emma's dog and cat into two
perfect guys, Emma reconsiders her outlook on dating,
hilariously works out her trust issues, and ultimately learns to
love herself.

SPARK: A SPACE TAIL

Spark, a teenage monkey and his friends, Chunk and Vix, are
on a mission to regain Planet Bana - a kingdom overtaken by
the evil overlord Zhong.

15:45:00

YOU'RE SO CUPID

Twin sisters with knack for playing matchmaker, find out that
their skills are not just a gift from heaven, but rather that their
father is actually Cupid.

17:25:00

ANNABELLE HOOPER AND
THE GHOSTS OF
NANTUCKET

Vacationing on historic Nantucket Island, a teenage mystery
writer and her friends must outwit two scheming thieves to
solve the secret behind a legendary ghost story.

12:35:00

14:10:00

An estranged alien, MAC, escapes from NASA and is
befriended by a young boy in a wheel chair.

20/08/18

19:00:00

MAC AND ME
Dolittle must save a forest and a bear's life.

20/08/18

20/08/18

20/08/18

21/08/18

21/08/18

20:40:00

22:10:00

23:50:00

01:15:00

02:50:00

DOCTOR DOLITTLE 2

BABY'S DAY OUT

A wealthy baby is abducted by three kidnappers, he escapes
and takes an adventure through New York City while being
pursued by the kidnappers.

THE SECRET OF NIMH

To save her ill son, a field mouse must seek the aid of a
colony of rats, with whom she has a deeper link than she ever
suspected.

UNLEASHED

When a cosmic event turns Emma's dog and cat into two
perfect guys, Emma reconsiders her outlook on dating,
hilariously works out her trust issues, and ultimately learns to
love herself.

MRS. DOUBTFIRE

After a bitter divorce, an actor disguises himself as a female
housekeeper to spend secret time with his children held in
custody by his ex.

21/08/18

21/08/18

04:55:00

A DOGGONE CHRISTMAS

When the CIA discovers an orphan puppy with amazing
telepathic abilities, the government wants it to become a
covert secret weapon. Can two brothers keep the puppy out of
harm’s way?

06:20:00

ANNABELLE HOOPER AND
THE GHOSTS OF
NANTUCKET

Vacationing on historic Nantucket Island, a teenage mystery
writer and her friends must outwit two scheming thieves to
solve the secret behind a legendary ghost story.

07:55:00

ACE THE CASE: MANHATTAN kidnapping on the empty NY city streets. She’ll put her own life
at risk to save her neighbor.
MYSTERY

A 10 year old girl, left home alone, witnesses her neighbor’s

21/08/18

21/08/18

21/08/18

21/08/18

SPARK: A SPACE TAIL

Spark, a teenage monkey and his friends, Chunk and Vix, are
on a mission to regain Planet Bana - a kingdom overtaken by
the evil overlord Zhong.

11:00:00

SPARE PARTS

Four Hispanic high school students form a robotics club to
team goes up against the country's reigning robotics
champion, MIT.

12:55:00

MIDDLE SCHOOL: THE
WORST YEARS OF MY LIFE

09:30:00

After his principal destroys his sketchbook, Rafe and Leo
decide to break every rule in the school's Code of Conduct.

An estranged alien, MAC, escapes from NASA and is
befriended by a young boy in a wheel chair.

21/08/18

14:30:00

MAC AND ME
The adventurous Madeline must use all of her wits to prevent
the sale of her beloved school and home in Paris.

21/08/18

21/08/18

21/08/18

21/08/18

21/08/18

22/08/18

16:10:00

MADELINE
STUART LITTLE 3: CALL OF
THE WILD

The Little Family spend their vacation near Lake Garland.
Meanwhile in the forest a beast is threatening the animals to
give her food every night.

JACK AND THE BEANSTALK

In this classic retelling, Jack going up the beanstalk to outwit
the giant and rescue a little girl that has been transformed into
a harp.

MRS. DOUBTFIRE

After a bitter divorce, an actor disguises himself as a female
housekeeper to spend secret time with his children held in
custody by his ex.

22:40:00

THE ADVENTURE CLUB

One night, Ricky stumbles upon a hidden drawer in the attic
and inside he finds a skeleton key and a map. Could this be
the adventure Ricky and his club mates have been waiting for?

00:10:00

MIDDLE SCHOOL: THE
WORST YEARS OF MY LIFE

01:45:00

HUEVOS: LITTLE ROOSTER'S occasion when a rancher threatens his home and his family.
EGG-CELLENT ADVENTURE

17:40:00

19:00:00

20:35:00

After his principal destroys his sketchbook, Rafe and Leo
decide to break every rule in the school's Code of Conduct.

Toto, a young chick born the run of the litter, rises to the

22/08/18

22/08/18

03:25:00

SPARK: A SPACE TAIL

Spark, a teenage monkey and his friends, Chunk and Vix, are
on a mission to regain Planet Bana - a kingdom overtaken by
the evil overlord Zhong.

22/08/18

05:00:00

MY NEW BEST FRIEND

To earn some money for her ill mother, 11-year-old Polka-dot
charms local officer Cooper into allowing her to clean his K-9
partner’s dog kennel.
An estranged alien, MAC, escapes from NASA and is
befriended by a young boy in a wheel chair.

22/08/18

22/08/18

22/08/18

06:30:00

MAC AND ME

08:10:00

MEE-SHEE: THE WATER
GIANT

09:45:00

THE SECRET OF NIMH

Mac has an adventure of a lifetime when he encounters MeeShee, The Water Giant.
To save her ill son, a field mouse must seek the aid of a
colony of rats, with whom she has a deeper link than she ever
suspected.

Dolittle must save a forest and a bear's life.

22/08/18

22/08/18

22/08/18

22/08/18

22/08/18

22/08/18

22/08/18

11:10:00

DOCTOR DOLITTLE 2

PUPS UNITED

Ryan, a benchwarmer for the US team, uncovers an evil plot
that threatens the Children’s World Cup and must unite all the
dog mascots to save the players and a stadium full of fans.

14:10:00

JACK AND THE BEANSTALK

In this classic retelling, Jack going up the beanstalk to outwit
the giant and rescue a little girl that has been transformed into
a harp.

15:45:00

A 10 year old girl, left home alone, witnesses her neighbor’s
ACE THE CASE: MANHATTAN kidnapping on the empty NY city streets. She’ll put her own life
at risk to save her neighbor.
MYSTERY

17:20:00

ELLE: A MODERN
CINDERELLA TALE

19:00:00

AMERICAN WRESTLER: THE
WIZARD

20:55:00

DR. SEUSS' THE CAT IN THE
HAT

12:40:00

Elle's repressed singing ambition is revitalized, after finally
being noticed for her true talent.
A teenage boy adjusting to life in a new town combats the
scorn of everyone when he joins his school’s floundering
wrestling team.
Two bored children have their lives turned upside down when
a talking cat comes to visit them.

Scotty, desperately looking to fit in to the new neighborhood
he has just moved in to, joins the local sandlot ball team.

22/08/18

22:20:00

THE SANDLOT
An estranged alien, MAC, escapes from NASA and is
befriended by a young boy in a wheel chair.

23/08/18

23/08/18

23/08/18

00:00:00

MAC AND ME

01:40:00

LOST AND FOUND

The Walton brothers are forced to spend summer vacation
with their uncle who lives on a sparsely populated island. The
boys soon learn their eccentric grandfather hid a vast fortune
before he died.

03:15:00

ANNABELLE HOOPER AND
THE GHOSTS OF
NANTUCKET

Vacationing on historic Nantucket Island, a teenage mystery
writer and her friends must outwit two scheming thieves to
solve the secret behind a legendary ghost story.

23/08/18

04:50:00

JACK AND THE BEANSTALK

In this classic retelling, Jack going up the beanstalk to outwit
the giant and rescue a little girl that has been transformed into
a harp.

Dolittle must save a forest and a bear's life.

23/08/18

06:25:00

DOCTOR DOLITTLE 2
A group of middle school kids who stumble upon a chest full of
incredible toys from the future.

23/08/18

23/08/18

23/08/18

23/08/18

23/08/18

23/08/18

23/08/18

07:55:00

TIME TOYS
A wealthy baby is abducted by three kidnappers, he escapes
and takes an adventure through New York City while being
pursued by the kidnappers.

09:25:00

BABY'S DAY OUT

11:05:00

A 10 year old girl, left home alone, witnesses her neighbor’s
ACE THE CASE: MANHATTAN kidnapping on the empty NY city streets. She’ll put her own life
at risk to save her neighbor.
MYSTERY

12:40:00

AMERICAN WRESTLER: THE
WIZARD

A teenage boy adjusting to life in a new town combats the
scorn of everyone when he joins his school’s floundering
wrestling team.

14:35:00

STUART LITTLE 3: CALL OF
THE WILD

The Little Family spend their vacation near Lake Garland.
Meanwhile in the forest a beast is threatening the animals to
give her food every night.

15:55:00

THE ADVENTURE CLUB

One night, Ricky stumbles upon a hidden drawer in the attic
and inside he finds a skeleton key and a map. Could this be
the adventure Ricky and his club mates have been waiting for?

17:25:00

MEE-SHEE: THE WATER
GIANT

Mac has an adventure of a lifetime when he encounters MeeShee, The Water Giant.

A young boy stumbles onto a witch convention and must stop
them, even after he has been turned into a mouse.

23/08/18

19:00:00

THE WITCHES
A farm boy discovers a dragon's egg that leads him on a
predestined journey to change the world.

23/08/18

23/08/18

23/08/18

24/08/18

24/08/18

20:35:00

ERAGON
Spark, a teenage monkey and his friends, Chunk and Vix, are
on a mission to regain Planet Bana - a kingdom overtaken by
the evil overlord Zhong.

22:20:00

SPARK: A SPACE TAIL

23:50:00

A 10 year old girl, left home alone, witnesses her neighbor’s
ACE THE CASE: MANHATTAN kidnapping on the empty NY city streets. She’ll put her own life
at risk to save her neighbor.
MYSTERY

01:25:00

THE CROCODILE HUNTER:
COLLISION COURSE

The Crocodile Hunter mistakes some CIA agents for poachers
and sets out to stop them from capturing a wily croc which,
unbeknownst to him, has swallowed a tracking drone.

STUART LITTLE 3: CALL OF
THE WILD

The Little Family spend their vacation near Lake Garland.
Meanwhile in the forest a beast is threatening the animals to
give her food every night.

02:55:00

24/08/18

24/08/18

24/08/18

04:10:00

05:50:00

07:45:00

ELLE: A MODERN
CINDERELLA TALE

Elle's repressed singing ambition is revitalized, after finally
being noticed for her true talent.

AMERICAN WRESTLER: THE
WIZARD

A teenage boy adjusting to life in a new town combats the
scorn of everyone when he joins his school’s floundering
wrestling team.

SPARK: A SPACE TAIL

Spark, a teenage monkey and his friends, Chunk and Vix, are
on a mission to regain Planet Bana - a kingdom overtaken by
the evil overlord Zhong.
An estranged alien, MAC, escapes from NASA and is
befriended by a young boy in a wheel chair.

24/08/18

09:20:00

MAC AND ME
A young boy stumbles onto a witch convention and must stop
them, even after he has been turned into a mouse.

24/08/18

11:00:00

THE WITCHES
A farm boy discovers a dragon's egg that leads him on a
predestined journey to change the world.

24/08/18

12:35:00

ERAGON
A shy high school student's Christmas wish comes true only it
isn't exactly as wonderful as she'd hoped.

24/08/18

24/08/18

14:20:00

15:55:00

HOLIDAY JOY

LOST AND FOUND

The Walton brothers are forced to spend summer vacation
with their uncle who lives on a sparsely populated island. The
boys soon learn their eccentric grandfather hid a vast fortune
before he died.
A group of middle school kids who stumble upon a chest full of
incredible toys from the future.

24/08/18

24/08/18

17:30:00

19:00:00

TIME TOYS

SO B IT

A young girl named Heidi, who lives with her mentally disabled
mother, travels across the country to find out about her and
her mother's past.
The adventurous Madeline must use all of her wits to prevent
the sale of her beloved school and home in Paris.

24/08/18

24/08/18

20:40:00

22:10:00

MADELINE

STARDUST

In a countryside town bordering on a magical land, a young
man makes a promise to his beloved that he'll retrieve a fallen
star by venturing into the magical realm.
A farm boy discovers a dragon's egg that leads him on a
predestined journey to change the world.

25/08/18

25/08/18

25/08/18

00:15:00

ERAGON

02:00:00

I THINK MY BABYSITTER IS
AN ALIEN

03:20:00

RIP TIDE

When Katie's astronaut father returns home with a piece of
asteroid, strange things start to happen..
After a modeling mishap, Cora books a one-way ticket to
Australia, friendships bloom and romance sparks. She must
decide between a career she's been working so hard for and
the community that she loves.

25/08/18

04:45:00

MEE-SHEE: THE WATER
GIANT

Mac has an adventure of a lifetime when he encounters MeeShee, The Water Giant.

Three kids discover that the house across the street is a living,
breathing monster.

25/08/18

06:20:00

MONSTER HOUSE
Feeling very alone and friendless, Isabel Sullivan befriends a
stray robot dog named ARCHIE.

25/08/18

07:55:00

A.R.C.H.I.E
Scotty, desperately looking to fit in to the new neighborhood
he has just moved in to, joins the local sandlot ball team.

25/08/18

09:25:00

THE SANDLOT
The adventurous Madeline must use all of her wits to prevent
the sale of her beloved school and home in Paris.

25/08/18

25/08/18

25/08/18

25/08/18

11:05:00

MADELINE

12:35:00

SO B IT

A young girl named Heidi, who lives with her mentally disabled
mother, travels across the country to find out about her and
her mother's past.

14:15:00

THE CROCODILE HUNTER:
COLLISION COURSE

The Crocodile Hunter mistakes some CIA agents for poachers
and sets out to stop them from capturing a wily croc which,
unbeknownst to him, has swallowed a tracking drone.

SPARK: A SPACE TAIL

Spark, a teenage monkey and his friends, Chunk and Vix, are
on a mission to regain Planet Bana - a kingdom overtaken by
the evil overlord Zhong.

15:45:00

An estranged alien, MAC, escapes from NASA and is
befriended by a young boy in a wheel chair.

25/08/18

25/08/18

17:20:00

MAC AND ME
Teen detective Nancy Drew accompanies her father on a
business trip to Los Angeles, where she happens upon clues
to a murder mystery involving a movie star.

19:00:00

NANCY DREW (2007)

20:40:00

ACE THE CASE: MANHATTAN kidnapping on the empty NY city streets. She’ll put her own life
at risk to save her neighbor.
MYSTERY

A 10 year old girl, left home alone, witnesses her neighbor’s

25/08/18

Dolittle must save a forest and a bear's life.

25/08/18

22:15:00

DOCTOR DOLITTLE 2
Three kids discover that the house across the street is a living,
breathing monster.

25/08/18

23:45:00

MONSTER HOUSE
A group of middle school kids who stumble upon a chest full of
incredible toys from the future.

26/08/18

26/08/18

01:15:00

02:45:00

TIME TOYS

ALL DOGS GO TO HEAVEN 2

Charlie and Itchy return to Earth to find Gabriel's Horn, but
along the way meet up with a young boy named David, who
ran away from home.

26/08/18

26/08/18

04:10:00

05:30:00

I THINK MY BABYSITTER IS
AN ALIEN

SO B IT

When Katie's astronaut father returns home with a piece of
asteroid, strange things start to happen..
A young girl named Heidi, who lives with her mentally disabled
mother, travels across the country to find out about her and
her mother's past.
A farm boy discovers a dragon's egg that leads him on a
predestined journey to change the world.

26/08/18

26/08/18

26/08/18

26/08/18

07:10:00

ERAGON

08:55:00

ELLE: A MODERN
CINDERELLA TALE

10:35:00

12:45:00

Elle's repressed singing ambition is revitalized, after finally
being noticed for her true talent.

STARDUST

In a countryside town bordering on a magical land, a young
man makes a promise to his beloved that he'll retrieve a fallen
star by venturing into the magical realm.

NANCY DREW (2007)

Teen detective Nancy Drew accompanies her father on a
business trip to Los Angeles, where she happens upon clues
to a murder mystery involving a movie star.
A young boy stumbles onto a witch convention and must stop
them, even after he has been turned into a mouse.

26/08/18

14:25:00

THE WITCHES
Dolittle must save a forest and a bear's life.

26/08/18

16:00:00

DOCTOR DOLITTLE 2
Feeling very alone and friendless, Isabel Sullivan befriends a
stray robot dog named ARCHIE.

26/08/18

26/08/18

26/08/18

26/08/18

26/08/18

17:30:00

A.R.C.H.I.E

19:00:00

TIM BURTON'S CORPSE
BRIDE

When a shy groom practices his wedding vows in the
inadvertent presence of a deceased young woman, she rises
from the grave assuming he has married her.

RIP TIDE

After a modeling mishap, Cora books a one-way ticket to
Australia, friendships bloom and romance sparks. She must
decide between a career she's been working so hard for and
the community that she loves.

JACK AND THE BEANSTALK

In this classic retelling, Jack going up the beanstalk to outwit
the giant and rescue a little girl that has been transformed into
a harp.

23:20:00

STARDUST

In a countryside town bordering on a magical land, a young
man makes a promise to his beloved that he'll retrieve a fallen
star by venturing into the magical realm.

01:25:00

ACE THE CASE: MANHATTAN kidnapping on the empty NY city streets. She’ll put her own life
at risk to save her neighbor.
MYSTERY

03:00:00

The Crocodile Hunter mistakes some CIA agents for poachers
and sets out to stop them from capturing a wily croc which,
unbeknownst to him, has swallowed a tracking drone.

20:20:00

21:45:00

A 10 year old girl, left home alone, witnesses her neighbor’s

27/08/18

27/08/18

THE CROCODILE HUNTER:
COLLISION COURSE

A farm boy discovers a dragon's egg that leads him on a
predestined journey to change the world.

27/08/18

04:30:00

ERAGON

06:15:00

HUEVOS: LITTLE ROOSTER'S occasion when a rancher threatens his home and his family.
EGG-CELLENT ADVENTURE

Toto, a young chick born the run of the litter, rises to the

27/08/18

A young boy stumbles onto a witch convention and must stop
them, even after he has been turned into a mouse.

27/08/18

27/08/18

07:55:00

THE WITCHES

09:30:00

AMERICAN WRESTLER: THE
WIZARD

A teenage boy adjusting to life in a new town combats the
scorn of everyone when he joins his school’s floundering
wrestling team.
A group of middle school kids who stumble upon a chest full of
incredible toys from the future.

27/08/18

27/08/18

27/08/18

27/08/18

27/08/18

27/08/18

27/08/18

27/08/18

27/08/18

11:25:00

TIME TOYS

12:55:00

TIM BURTON'S CORPSE
BRIDE

14:15:00

ELLE: A MODERN
CINDERELLA TALE

15:55:00

AGAINST THE WILD: THE
GREAT ELEPHANT
ADVENTURE

When a shy groom practices his wedding vows in the
inadvertent presence of a deceased young woman, she rises
from the grave assuming he has married her.
Elle's repressed singing ambition is revitalized, after finally
being noticed for her true talent.

A lost orphan boy and a giant elephant team up to take down
an elephant poaching syndicate.

JACK AND THE BEANSTALK

In this classic retelling, Jack going up the beanstalk to outwit
the giant and rescue a little girl that has been transformed into
a harp.

19:00:00

SPACE JAM

In a desperate attempt to win a basketball match and earn
their freedom, the Looney Tunes seek the aid of retired
basketball champion, Michael Jordan.

20:30:00

MEE-SHEE: THE WATER
GIANT

17:25:00

22:05:00

23:45:00

Mac has an adventure of a lifetime when he encounters MeeShee, The Water Giant.

SO B IT

A young girl named Heidi, who lives with her mentally disabled
mother, travels across the country to find out about her and
her mother's past.

AMERICAN WRESTLER: THE
WIZARD

A teenage boy adjusting to life in a new town combats the
scorn of everyone when he joins his school’s floundering
wrestling team.
A Doctor finds out that he can understand what animals are
saying.

28/08/18

01:40:00

DOCTOR DOLITTLE
Dolittle must save a forest and a bear's life.

28/08/18

03:10:00

DOCTOR DOLITTLE 2

28/08/18

28/08/18

28/08/18

28/08/18

28/08/18

28/08/18

28/08/18

28/08/18

LOST AND FOUND

The Walton brothers are forced to spend summer vacation
with their uncle who lives on a sparsely populated island. The
boys soon learn their eccentric grandfather hid a vast fortune
before he died.

06:15:00

ALL DOGS GO TO HEAVEN 2

Charlie and Itchy return to Earth to find Gabriel's Horn, but
along the way meet up with a young boy named David, who
ran away from home.

07:40:00

ELLE: A MODERN
CINDERELLA TALE

09:20:00

THE CROCODILE HUNTER:
COLLISION COURSE

The Crocodile Hunter mistakes some CIA agents for poachers
and sets out to stop them from capturing a wily croc which,
unbeknownst to him, has swallowed a tracking drone.

RIP TIDE

After a modeling mishap, Cora books a one-way ticket to
Australia, friendships bloom and romance sparks. She must
decide between a career she's been working so hard for and
the community that she loves.

STARDUST

In a countryside town bordering on a magical land, a young
man makes a promise to his beloved that he'll retrieve a fallen
star by venturing into the magical realm.

14:20:00

SPACE JAM

In a desperate attempt to win a basketball match and earn
their freedom, the Looney Tunes seek the aid of retired
basketball champion, Michael Jordan.

15:50:00

MEE-SHEE: THE WATER
GIANT

04:40:00

10:50:00

12:15:00

Elle's repressed singing ambition is revitalized, after finally
being noticed for her true talent.

Mac has an adventure of a lifetime when he encounters MeeShee, The Water Giant.

A shy high school student's Christmas wish comes true only it
isn't exactly as wonderful as she'd hoped.

28/08/18

28/08/18

17:25:00

HOLIDAY JOY

19:00:00

THE SPIDERWICK
CHRONICLES

Unable to explain the accidents and strange disappearances,
the Grace children start to investigate and find the
unbelievable truth of the Spiderwick Estate.
Rocky, Colt and Tum Tum take on a ruthless businessman
who's dumping toxic waste on tribal lands.

28/08/18

20:35:00

3 NINJAS KNUCKLE UP
Feeling very alone and friendless, Isabel Sullivan befriends a
stray robot dog named ARCHIE.

28/08/18

28/08/18

22:05:00

23:35:00

A.R.C.H.I.E

RIP TIDE

After a modeling mishap, Cora books a one-way ticket to
Australia, friendships bloom and romance sparks. She must
decide between a career she's been working so hard for and
the community that she loves.
10-year old Amanda forms a bond with a new, spirited horse,
and learns to cope with tragedy.

29/08/18

01:00:00

A GIFT HORSE
A group of middle school kids who stumble upon a chest full of
incredible toys from the future.

29/08/18

02:25:00

TIME TOYS

29/08/18

03:55:00

TIM BURTON'S CORPSE
BRIDE

When a shy groom practices his wedding vows in the
inadvertent presence of a deceased young woman, she rises
from the grave assuming he has married her.
A shy high school student's Christmas wish comes true only it
isn't exactly as wonderful as she'd hoped.

29/08/18

29/08/18

05:15:00

HOLIDAY JOY

06:50:00

I THINK MY BABYSITTER IS
AN ALIEN

When Katie's astronaut father returns home with a piece of
asteroid, strange things start to happen..

A Doctor finds out that he can understand what animals are
saying.

29/08/18

29/08/18

29/08/18

08:10:00

DOCTOR DOLITTLE

09:40:00

AGAINST THE WILD: THE
GREAT ELEPHANT
ADVENTURE

11:10:00

THE SPIDERWICK
CHRONICLES

A lost orphan boy and a giant elephant team up to take down
an elephant poaching syndicate.
Unable to explain the accidents and strange disappearances,
the Grace children start to investigate and find the
unbelievable truth of the Spiderwick Estate.
Feeling very alone and friendless, Isabel Sullivan befriends a
stray robot dog named ARCHIE.

29/08/18

29/08/18

12:50:00

14:20:00

A.R.C.H.I.E

LOST AND FOUND

The Walton brothers are forced to spend summer vacation
with their uncle who lives on a sparsely populated island. The
boys soon learn their eccentric grandfather hid a vast fortune
before he died.
A young boy stumbles onto a witch convention and must stop
them, even after he has been turned into a mouse.

29/08/18

29/08/18

29/08/18

29/08/18

29/08/18

30/08/18

30/08/18

15:55:00

THE WITCHES

17:30:00

THE CROCODILE HUNTER:
COLLISION COURSE

The Crocodile Hunter mistakes some CIA agents for poachers
and sets out to stop them from capturing a wily croc which,
unbeknownst to him, has swallowed a tracking drone.

RAISING THE BAR

16-year-old Kelly quits an elite gymnastics program to escape
from a high-pressure life, only to enter another competition to
help a friend, and to face her fears.

STARDUST

In a countryside town bordering on a magical land, a young
man makes a promise to his beloved that he'll retrieve a fallen
star by venturing into the magical realm.

22:45:00

NANCY DREW (2007)

Teen detective Nancy Drew accompanies her father on a
business trip to Los Angeles, where she happens upon clues
to a murder mystery involving a movie star.

00:25:00

THE SPIDERWICK
CHRONICLES

Unable to explain the accidents and strange disappearances,
the Grace children start to investigate and find the
unbelievable truth of the Spiderwick Estate.

SO B IT

A young girl named Heidi, who lives with her mentally disabled
mother, travels across the country to find out about her and
her mother's past.

19:00:00

20:40:00

02:00:00

Rocky, Colt and Tum Tum take on a ruthless businessman
who's dumping toxic waste on tribal lands.

30/08/18

30/08/18

30/08/18

03:40:00

3 NINJAS KNUCKLE UP

05:10:00

AGAINST THE WILD: THE
GREAT ELEPHANT
ADVENTURE

06:40:00

SPACE JAM

A lost orphan boy and a giant elephant team up to take down
an elephant poaching syndicate.
In a desperate attempt to win a basketball match and earn
their freedom, the Looney Tunes seek the aid of retired
basketball champion, Michael Jordan.

Dolittle must save a forest and a bear's life.

30/08/18

08:10:00

DOCTOR DOLITTLE 2
10-year old Amanda forms a bond with a new, spirited horse,
and learns to cope with tragedy.

30/08/18

30/08/18

09:40:00

11:05:00

A GIFT HORSE
THE LEGEND OF JOHNNY
LINGO

Johnny Lingo is an orphaned boy who's shunned by his
community, except for the compassion of a girl named
Mahana. He departs his island determined to make his people
proud enough to accept him.
A shy high school student's Christmas wish comes true only it
isn't exactly as wonderful as she'd hoped.

30/08/18

30/08/18

30/08/18

30/08/18

30/08/18

12:40:00

14:15:00

15:55:00

17:20:00

19:00:00

HOLIDAY JOY

RAISING THE BAR

16-year-old Kelly quits an elite gymnastics program to escape
from a high-pressure life, only to enter another competition to
help a friend, and to face her fears.

ALL DOGS GO TO HEAVEN 2

Charlie and Itchy return to Earth to find Gabriel's Horn, but
along the way meet up with a young boy named David, who
ran away from home.

YOU'RE SO CUPID

Twin sisters with knack for playing matchmaker, find out that
their skills are not just a gift from heaven, but rather that their
father is actually Cupid.

BEWITCHED

A has-been actor tries to convince the perfect woman to play
Samantha in a remake of Bewitched; a woman who,
unbeknownst to him, really is a witch!
Three kids discover that the house across the street is a living,
breathing monster.

30/08/18

30/08/18

30/08/18

20:45:00

22:15:00

23:45:00

MONSTER HOUSE
THE CROCODILE HUNTER:
COLLISION COURSE

The Crocodile Hunter mistakes some CIA agents for poachers
and sets out to stop them from capturing a wily croc which,
unbeknownst to him, has swallowed a tracking drone.

RAISING THE BAR

16-year-old Kelly quits an elite gymnastics program to escape
from a high-pressure life, only to enter another competition to
help a friend, and to face her fears.
A shy high school student's Christmas wish comes true only it
isn't exactly as wonderful as she'd hoped.

31/08/18

01:25:00

HOLIDAY JOY

31/08/18

03:00:00

BORN TO DANCE

Tu, ambitious young man, dreams of being a professional hiphop dancer. When his father issues an ultimatum regarding
his future, Tu decides that dancing is his purpose.
Feeling very alone and friendless, Isabel Sullivan befriends a
stray robot dog named ARCHIE.

31/08/18

31/08/18

31/08/18

04:35:00

A.R.C.H.I.E

06:05:00

NANCY DREW (2007)

Teen detective Nancy Drew accompanies her father on a
business trip to Los Angeles, where she happens upon clues
to a murder mystery involving a movie star.

07:45:00

THE SPIDERWICK
CHRONICLES

Unable to explain the accidents and strange disappearances,
the Grace children start to investigate and find the
unbelievable truth of the Spiderwick Estate.
Encouraged by his quirky grandfather, a young boy faces his
fears at summer camp.

31/08/18

09:25:00

CAMP COOL KIDS
Three kids discover that the house across the street is a living,
breathing monster.

31/08/18

11:10:00

MONSTER HOUSE
A Doctor finds out that he can understand what animals are
saying.

31/08/18

12:40:00

DOCTOR DOLITTLE
Dolittle must save a forest and a bear's life.

31/08/18

31/08/18

31/08/18

31/08/18

31/08/18

31/08/18

14:10:00

DOCTOR DOLITTLE 2

BEWITCHED

A has-been actor tries to convince the perfect woman to play
Samantha in a remake of Bewitched; a woman who,
unbeknownst to him, really is a witch!

THE LEGEND OF JOHNNY
LINGO

Johnny Lingo is an orphaned boy who's shunned by his
community, except for the compassion of a girl named
Mahana. He departs his island determined to make his people
proud enough to accept him.

19:00:00

RED DOG: TRUE BLUE

An iconic Australian story of family, friendship and adventure,
between a young boy and a scrappy one-of-a-kind dog that
would grow up to become an Australian legend.

20:30:00

DR. SEUSS' THE CAT IN THE
HAT

15:40:00

17:25:00

21:55:00

MRS. DOUBTFIRE

Two bored children have their lives turned upside down when
a talking cat comes to visit them.
After a bitter divorce, an actor disguises himself as a female
housekeeper to spend secret time with his children held in
custody by his ex.

